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Abstract
A common assumption in the optimal taxation literature is that the social planner maximizes a
welfarist social welfare function with weights decreasing with income. However, high transfer
withdrawal rates in many countries imply very low weights for the working poor in practice. We
reconcile this puzzle by generalizing the optimal taxation framework by Saez (2002) to allow
for alternatives to welfarism. We calculate weights of a social planner’s function as implied by
the German tax and transfer system based on the concepts of welfarism, minimum absolute and
relative sacrifice, as well as subjective justness. For the latter we use a novel question from the
German Socio-Economic Panel. We find that the minimum absolute sacrifice principle is in line
with social weights that decline with net income. Absolute subjective justness is roughly in line
with decreasing social weights, which is reflected by preferences of men, West Germans, and
supporters of the grand coalition parties.
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1 Introduction
Optimal taxation is only relevant if it is able to capture the actual aims of the social planner.
Therefore, we extend a standard optimal taxation model to reconcile it with observed tax transfer
practices. The standard approach in the welfarist optimal taxation literature is to assume that social
weights decrease with income (e.g., Saez 2001, 2002; Blundell et al. 2009) because this pattern
lies within the bounds confined by the two extreme cases of Rawlsian and Benthamite objective
functions. Intuitively, the hypothesis of decreasing welfarist weights expresses the idea that the
social planner values an increase of net income of the poor by one Euro more than an increase of
net income of higher income groups by one Euro. Saez and Stantcheva (2016) describe welfarism
with decreasing weights as one of their two polar cases of interest. In contrast, tax transfer systems
in many countries can only be optimal if the social planner had chosen weights in a non-decreasing
way.1 As we show, a major reason for this lies in high transfer withdrawal rates for the working
poor.2
In this paper, we generalize the optimal taxation framework by Saez (2002) to divert from wel-
farism. In an exercise of positive optimal taxation, we calculate the social weights under different
concepts of justness. First, we apply the standard welfarist concept. Second, we apply the concept
of minimum sacrifice and, third, a concept based on subjectively just net incomes. This third con-
cept utilizes a novel question in the German Socio-Economic Panel: respondents state what net
income they would consider just.3 We term the latter concept subjective justness. We find that the
minimum absolute sacrifice principle is in line with decreasing social weights.
Our paper is related to studies analyzing optimal taxation when the preferences of the social
planner and individuals differ (Blomquist and Micheletto 2006; Kanbur et al. 2006). Gerritsen
(2016) derives the optimal tax schedule for a government that optimizes a weighted sum of sub-
jective well-being, while individuals maximize utility instead of well-being. He expresses the
tax-schedule in terms of sufficient statistics in a continuous framework. In contrast, we use the dis-
crete sufficient statistics framework that allows for labor supply adjustments at the intensive and
at the extensive margin following Saez (2002). Our paper is further related to studies, where the
1Appendix A reviews a number of studies with this finding.
2Lockwood (2016) shows that under present bias and with job search, optimal marginal tax rates are even lower
than conventionally calculated. This might be especially relevant for marginal tax rates for the working poor.
3We use respondents who consider their current gross income as just. Thus, just net incomes can be interpreted
conditional on given gross incomes.
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social planner maximizes an objective function that is related to ideas of fairness that differ from
welfarism. An example is Ooghe and Peichl (2015), where the social planner aims at compensating
individuals for differences in abilities but not for differences in taste.
The first main contribution of our paper is a generalization of the Saez (2002) model to non-
welfarist aims of the social planner. To our knowledge, we are the first to derive the general
optimal taxation schedule in this framework. In a recent study, Saez and Stantcheva (2016) propose
generalized marginal welfare weights that may depend on characteristics that do not enter utility.4
In contrast, in our approach, the social planner maximizes an objective function that allows for
non-welfarist concepts of justice. The approach in our paper offers the advantage that we can
directly quantify the value the social planner puts on a marginal improvement in a specific justness
criterion for a given group compared to other groups. Thus, we can show which criterion is in line
with social weights that decrease with income.
The second main contribution is the operationalization of two specific ideas of justice: mini-
mum sacrifice and subjective justness. Minimum sacrifice is related to the equal sacrifice principle
(see Mill 1871; Musgrave and Musgrave 1973; Richter 1983; Young 1988), which stipulates that
all individuals should suffer the same ‘sacrifice’ through taxes. The sacrifice is usually defined as
the burden of taxes in terms of utility. Evidence that the equal sacrifice concept is likely to cap-
ture the preferences of a majority is only documented for the U.S: Weinzierl (2014) shows in a
survey that around 60 percent preferred the equal sacrifice tax schedule to a welfarist optimal tax
schedule. While equal sacrifice equalizes the sacrifice due to taxes across a population, minimum
sacrifice minimizes the (weigthed) sum of these utility losses. The concept of minimum sacrifice
is very close to the libertarian concept studied in Saez and Stantcheva (2016).5
The second approach, subjective just income, is novel as we use new questions from the Ger-
man Socio-Economic Panel to measure the perceived justness of gross and net incomes. These
survey questions are representative for the working population in Germany. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to use such a rich assessment of subjective preferences for just taxation
in an optimal taxation framework. We analyze the social weights implied by subjective justness
for subgroups of the population that might adhere to different concepts of justness: females and
males, East Germans and West Germans who lived under different political systems for more than
4Similar to Saez and Stantcheva (2016), we take society’s preferences as given and do not analyze how they could
arise through the political process.
5Saez and Stantcheva (2016) allow for welfarist weights to increase with the amount of taxes paid. Thus decreasing
taxes for those with a high tax burden is a high priority for the social planner.
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a generation, as well as supporters of different political parties. The third main contribution is the
application to the German tax and transfer system, as of 2015, for which we estimate the labor
supply elasticities using microsimulation and a structural labor supply model.
Our main result is that the concept of minimum sacrifice is in line with positive, declining
social weights. The explanation for this finding is that the marginal sacrifice increases with the
amount of taxes paid and the working poor pay only a low amount of taxes. Although the costs of
redistributing a Euro to this group are relatively small, the reduction in sacrifice is small too. In
contrast, the increase in utility is high in the welfarist case. A second finding is a confirmation of
previous studies: the welfarist approach implies very low weights for the working poor under the
2015 German tax and transfer system. Finally, we find that the German tax and transfer system is
roughly in line with the minimization of absolute deviations from subjective just net incomes and
decreasing social weights. This suggests that most people have a subjective concept of justness in
mind that is equal or similar to minimum sacrifice.
The next section introduces our optimal taxation model for different concepts of justness, Sec-
tion 3 describes how we calculate actual and just incomes as well as how we estimate extensive
and intensive labor supply elasticities for Germany. In Section 4, we describe the resulting weights
for different concepts of justness, while Section 5 concludes.
2 A Model of Optimal Taxation for Concepts of Justness
2.1 The General Framework
We generalize the canonical model by Saez (2002), which combines the pioneering work by Mir-
rlees (1971) and Diamond (1980), beyond utilitarian social welfare functions. See Appendix B for
a formal derivation. The key difference between Saez (2002) model and our generalization is that
in Saez (2002) the social planner maximizes the weighted sum of utility. The main advantage of
our approach is that we allow for the social planner to maximize the weighted sum of ‘justness
functions’ fi. These functions can depend on various variables and incorporate different concepts
of justness. We show that welfarism as in Saez (2002) is a special case.
Net income equals consumption and is given by ci = yi−Ti, where i = 0, ..., I income groups
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are defined through gross income yi.6 Ti denotes total taxes paid by the individual to finance a
public good G. Each income group has the share hi of the total population. These shares are
endogenous as individuals adjust their labor supply to the tax-transfer system. The social planer
chooses tax liabilities Ti to optimize a weighted sum L based on individual justness functions fi
(described in Subsection 2.2), which may depend on ci or on other factors that do not enter the
utility function of individuals. The optimization is subject to the government budget constraint:
L =
I
∑
i=0
µihi fi s.t.
I
∑
i=0
hiTi = G, (1)
where µi are the primitive social weights associated with the income level of group i.7 Together
with the Lagrange multiplier λ , they define the explicit weights ei ≡ µiλ , which we focus on in this
study.8 It is important to note that our approach does not require explicit utility functions but nests
the welfarist approach as a special case. Following Saez (2002), we consider the benchmark case
with no income effects, where∑Ii=0 ∂h j/∂ci = 0. Summing the first order conditions (equation (14)
in the appendix) over all i = 0, . . . , I we obtain the normalization of weights such that:9
I
∑
i=0
hiei
∂ fi
∂ci
= 1. (2)
Following Saez (2002), we assume that labor supply adjustment is restricted to intensive changes
to “neighbor” income groups and extensive changes out of the labor force. Thus hi depends only
on differences in after-tax income between “neighbor groups” (ci+1−ci, ci−ci−1) and differences
between group i and the non-working group (ci− c0). The intensive mobility elasticity is
ζi =
ci− ci−1
hi
∂hi
∂ (ci− ci−1) (3)
6The number of income groups is assumed to be fixed. In the empirical application, we define groups 1, .., I as
quintiles of the gross income distribution. Bargain et al. (2014) show that changing the cut-off points does not affect
the results substantially.
7Positive values of µi imply that the social planner aims at ‘improving’ fi.
8For welfarist applications it is common in the literature to report implicit weights, gi ≡ ei ∂ fi∂ci , which offers the
advantage to remain agnostic about utility functions. In the standard welfarist approach, implicit weights are defined
as the product of the explicit weights and the marginal utility of consumption, gi ≡ ei ∂u(ci∗ ,i
∗)
∂ci
. We calculate relative
social welfare weights ei/e0 as in Blundell et al. (2009). As will be made clear, relative explicit social welfare weights
equal relative implicit weights under the welfarist approach with neither income effects nor preference heterogeneity.
Thus, social weights of all approaches are comparable.
9In the welfarist approach, this normalization reduces to the corresponding equation in Saez (2002): ∑Ii=0 higi = 1.
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and the extensive elasticity is given by
ηi =
ci− c0
hi
∂hi
∂ (ci− c0) . (4)
The main result is that the optimal tax formula for group i expressed in terms of the participa-
tion elasticities η j and the intensive elasticity ζi is
Ti−Ti−1
ci− ci−1 =
1
ζihi
{ I
∑
j=i
[
1− e j ∂ f j∂c j −η j
Tj−T0
c j− c0
]
h j (5)
−(ei fi− ei−1 fi−1)ζi hici− ci−1 −
I
∑
j=i
η j
e j f j− e0 f0
c j− c0 h j
}
.
Multiplying equation (5) with ζihidT clarifies the intuition of the optimal tax formula. Con-
sider an increase of dT in all Tj for income groups j = i, i+ 1, ...I. The left hand side shows the
negative effect on tax revenue due to individuals switching from job i to i−1.10 At the optimum,
this must equal the mechanical tax gains, which are valued at ∑Ij=i
(
1− e j ∂ f j∂c j
)
, minus tax losses
due to individuals moving to group 0, ∑Ij=iη j
Tj−T0
c j−c0 h j, and the effect on the objective function of
individuals moving into different jobs due to the tax increase, captured by the second line of the
equation. The first term in the second line captures the effect of individuals moving from group i
to i−1 and the second term captures the effect of individuals adjusting at the extensive margin.
The main difference between equation (17) and the mixed model in Saez (2002) is the second
line, which does not appear in Saez (2002). While in the welfarist approach, changes due to
behavioral responses drop out due to the envelope theorem, in our approach we consider changes
in the justness function, which may change non-negligibly with a change in behavior. The second
difference is that we replace the implicit weights g j = e j
∂u(c j∗ , j∗)
∂c j
with e j
∂ f j
∂c j
. The optimal tax
schedule in Saez (2002) depends on elasticities and weights g j, whereas in the generalized model,
they additionally depend on the justness functions f j.
The system of equations defining the optimal tax schedule consists of I equations like (5) and
equation (2). In our application, we use the 2015 German tax system, i.e. we calculate the actual
tax liability Ti of each income group, and solve for e1, ...,eI . Alternatively, one could assume
justness weights and calculate the optimal tax schedule that maximizes equation (1) (as done in
Appendix D).
10Due to the assumption of no income effects and because the differences in net income between groups i, i+1, ...I
are unchanged, groups i+1, i+2, ...I will only adjust at the extensive margin.
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2.2 Operationalization of Justness Concepts
The key advantage of our approach is that the justness function can be defined very generally, thus
allowing us to capture a broader set of concepts of justness than the standard approach. In princi-
ple, the function can depend on individual and aggregate variables. The variables included in the
justness function determine the dimensions along which the social planner considers a redistribu-
tion to be just. These variables do not need to be included in the utility function. For instance,
utility is defined on after-tax income ci and the choice of income group i in the standard welfarist
approach. Our approach allows considering non-welfarist concepts of justness that rely, e.g., on
before-tax income yi.
Our approach nests the welfarist approach with quasilinear preferences.11 This special case is
given if
fi = u(ci, i) = v(i)+b× ci, (6)
where v(i) denotes the disutility of work in income group i and b× ci is the linear utility of
consumption. By introducing a general justness function fi, we may operationalize other moral
judgments that depend directly on variables that do not enter the utility function as in the concept
of minimum sacrifice. We operationalize two forms of minimum sacrifice: Minimum absolute
sacrifice based on the absolute tax liability and relative minimum sacrifice based on the tax liability
relative to the net income.
Sacrifice is defined as the difference in utility derived from net income and the hypothetical
utility derived from gross income, i.e., if there were no taxes:
Sacrifice = u(yi)−u(ci). (7)
We focus on the case of quasi-linear preferences, see equation (6), and assume, without loss
of generality, that b = 1, so the sacrifice simplifies to yi− ci. We formulate a loss function that
captures the penalty to the objective function of the social planner if individuals pay taxes, i.e., if
there is a positive sacrifice. This loss function is the justness function associated with minimum
sacrifice.
11The absence of income effects, i.e. the assumption of quasi-linear preferences, is common in the optimal taxation
literature following Saez (2002). In this case relative explicit welfare weights equal relative implicit welfare weights:
∂ f j
∂c j
= b cancels out, i.e, gig0 =
ei
e0
∂u(ci∗ ,i∗)/∂ci
∂u(c0∗ ,0∗)/∂c0
= eie0 .
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In the case of minimum absolute sacrifice the loss that captures deviations of ci from gross
income yi is determined by the parameters γ , α , and δ :12
fi =−(yi− ci)γ if yi > ci,
fi = α(ci− yi)δ if ci > yi, (8)
γ > 1,0≤ α ≤ 1,δ ≤ 1.
The first line gives the penalty of paid taxes. γ > 1 implies that the penalty increases more than
proportionally with the amount of taxes paid. The second line captures the gains if individuals
receive transfers. If δ is smaller than one, the marginal benefits of transfers are decreasing. The
parameter α scales the gains relative to sacrifices. A positive α guarantees Pareto optimality if
weights ei are positive, as it guarantees that fi increases with increases of ci. With positive ei,
the social planner never chooses points on the right hand side of the Laffer curve (which are not
Pareto optimal).13 This justness function respects two properties of minimum sacrifice. First,
losses from negative deviations from zero sacrifice, i.e., from positive tax liabilities, increase more
than proportionally with the size of the deviation. Second, positive deviations, i.e., transfers, of
the same size do not offset these losses.14 In our empirical application, we set γ to two and δ and
α to one. The latter two parameters affect mainly the unemployed, the only group that receives
net transfers in our application and thus has a ‘positive sacrifice’. The aim of this paper is to show
which concepts of justness are in line with declining social weights under a reasonable calibration.
Therefore, investigating how results change in a wide variety of calibrations is not particularly
insightful. However, we have experimented with alternative values for α . Smaller values increase
the social weight of the unemployed and keep the weights of the other groups relative to one
another virtually unchanged.15
Similarly, we also consider minimum relative sacrifice where the function includes deviations
12We leave for future research empirical identification of penalty functions. Note however, that this is only possible
if the social weights are known.
13Starting from a point on the right-hand side of the Laffer curve for group i, improvements in the objective function
of the social planner are possible by decreasing taxes Ti. This would increase fi and increase tax revenues. This would,
in turn, allow reducing taxes for some other group j 6= i. This increase in the objective function of the social planner
would be a Pareto improvement as long as individual utility increases with net income.
14As noted in Weinzierl (2014), this is consistent with loss aversion (Kahneman and Tversky 1979).
15See Appendix F for variations of δ and γ .
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of consumption ci from gross income yi relative to the level of consumption such that
fi =−
(
yi− ci
ci
)γ
if yi > ci,
fi = α
(
ci− yi
ci
)δ
if ci > yi, (9)
γ > 1,0≤ α ≤ 1,δ ≤ 1.
A major advantage of our study is that we have observations of individual just levels of after-
tax income for given gross incomes that are representative for the working population in Germany.
Our framework allows using this information in the optimal tax formulae. We specify the justness
functions similarly to the case of minimum sacrifice and set as reference point the level of just
after-tax income taken from the survey. Thus the absolute formulation of the justness function is
fi =−(cjusti − ci)γ if cjusti > ci,
fi = α(ci− cjusti )δ if ci > cjusti , (10)
γ > 1,0≤ α ≤ 1,δ ≤ 1
and the relative one is
fi =−
(
cjusti − ci
ci
)γ
if cjusti > ci,
fi = α
(
ci− cjusti
ci
)δ
if ci > c
just
i , (11)
γ > 1,0≤ α ≤ 1,δ ≤ 1.
The parameters are calibrated as for minimum sacrifice. Note that the resulting absolute
weights from an inverse optimal taxation simulation with different justness functions differ in
magnitude because derivatives of the fi functions differ. To make the comparison of weights be-
tween concepts of justness easier, we therefore calculate relative weights by dividing the obtained
absolute weights ei through the absolute weight of group 0 as in Blundell et al. (2009).
3 Empirical Calibration
3.1 The Data
We use data from the 2015 wave of the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), a representative
annual household panel survey. Wagner et al. (2007) provide a detailed description of the data.
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As the model does not cover spousal labor supply, we restrict the analysis to working-age sin-
gles. We exclude individuals with children, heavily disabled and people who receive Unemploy-
ment Benefit I,16 because their budget constraints and labor supply behavior differ substantially.
Group 0 consists of the unemployed receiving Unemployment Benefit II.17 We exclude the long-
term unemployed with transfer non-take up, as they differ substantially from the standard case and
face a different budget constraint. For the analysis we make use of a question in the SOEP, intro-
duced in the 2015 wave, that asks individuals what monthly income they would consider just. This
question is discussed in more detail in the following subsection.
Table 1: Summary Statistics
Mean Std. Dev. N
Monetary variables
Monthly Gross Income 2626.75 1925.41 1119
Monthly Net Income 1766.18 991.86 1119
Just Net Income* 2150.85 1040.89 572
Demographics
Sex (1=men, 2=women) 1.41 0.49 1119
Weekly Hours of Work** 41.66 9.51 990
Age 43.97 10.47 1119
East Germany Dummy 0.27 0.45 1119
Party supported in percent
CDU/CSU (conservatives) 13.2 0.339 1119
SPD (social democrats) 8.9 0.285 1119
Bu¨ndnis 90/Die Gru¨nen (green) 8.7 0.282 1119
DIE LINKE (left) 3.4 0.182 1119
FDP (liberal) 0.3 0.054 1119
Source: Own calculations based on the SOEP
*Only individuals who perceive their gross income as just
**Excluding the unemployed
Table 1 shows summary statistics for our sample. Net incomes equal gross incomes and trans-
fers minus income taxes and social security contributions. Only the currently employed are asked
questions about what income they would consider as just.18 Therefore, average just net income is
substantially larger than average actual net income, which includes the unemployed.
16This transfer is targeted to the short-term unemployed and depends on the previous labor income.
17This transfer is targeted at the long-term unemployed and covers the social existence minimum.
18For the working poor, we add actual transfers to stated just net incomes, as these do not include transfers. Transfers
include Unemployment Benefit II, housing benefits and alimonies.
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3.2 Just and Actual Budget Constraints
In the 2015 wave, the SOEP introduced new questions that ask what amount of income respondents
would consider just in their current occupation. In particular, individuals state how high their gross
income and net income would have to be in order to be just. A screenshot of this part of the
questionnaire is provided in Appendix C.
Compared to other approaches to obtain information about individuals’ ideas of justness, the
advantage of the question is that individuals do not need to have a worked out theory of just taxation
in mind to answer the question. Moreover, interviewees do not need a thorough understanding of
tax schedules.
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Figure 1: Just Net and Gross Incomes. Source: Own calculations based on SOEP
The 2015 German tax and transfer system is characterized by relatively generous transfers
for the unemployed and high transfer withdrawal rates of up to 100 percent. Figure 1 shows the
status quo of the German tax and transfer system and the just tax and transfer system based on our
sample. The first segment of the actual budget line is almost horizontal at a net income of about
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600 Euro. This represents transfer recipients. The slope of the budget line is steeper further to
the right, representing individuals who do not receive transfers, but pay income taxes and social
security contributions.
Gray circles represent the actual net incomes for given gross incomes. Some circles are crossed
by x. This means either that an individual considers his or her actual income just or the actual
income of another person. The 45 degree line marks the points where no taxes are paid. Points
above this line represent actual transfer recipients or those who deem receiving transfers as just.
However, most individuals perceive net incomes to be fair, where taxes have to be paid. It is likely
that status quo bias explains this pattern. Nonetheless, the answers of the respondents reflect actual
perceptions of just incomes. The solid blue and the dashed red lines summarize this information.
The solid blue line depicts the average actual budget constraint for six income groups that we use
in the main analysis. The dashed red line shows the just budget constraint for the same groups. The
just budget line is slightly above the actual budget line. The groups are defined as the unemployed
and quintiles of those with positive gross labor incomes. The budget lines are based on averages for
the groups. The actual budget line is relatively flat for the working poor, implying high withdrawal
rates. The just budget line is defined only for those with positive labor income and lies slightly
above the actual budget line. This reflects the preferences for paying less taxes. The distribution
of net incomes for a given value of gross income is skewed toward the no tax line. Deviations
in this direction can be explained with allowances. The positive skew of just net incomes is due
to more people perceiving substantially higher net incomes as just than less. The incidence of
crossed circles, i.e., persons who perceive their current income as just is higher below and around
the average budget lines.
3.3 Labor Supply Elasticities
Similar to Blundell et al. (2009) and Haan and Wrohlich (2010), we use a random utility discrete
choice labor supply model where each individual can choose between five work hour choices and
unemployment. Each hours-person combination is associated with a gross income and net income
calculated using the microsimulation model STSM. See Jessen et al. (2017); Steiner et al. (2012)
for further details on the STSM and the labor supply model.
To estimate mobility elasticities we first assign each hours-person combination in the data to
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an income group i = 1, .., I.19 Then we predict changes in relative employment shares of income
groups due to changes in relative net incomes ci− ci−1 and ci− c0 and calculate the mobility
elasticities given by equations (3) and (4). The elasticities are reported in the tables in the next
section.
4 Results
4.1 Main Results
Table 2 shows average monthly individual gross incomes (column I) and corresponding average
net incomes (column II) for six income groups. As is apparent from the increase in net incomes
from group 0 to group 1, the marginal transfer withdrawal rate is substantial in the status quo.
Column III shows average net incomes perceived as just. These average just net incomes are
Table 2: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 625 630* 0.11 - - 1 1 1 1 1
1 1137 910 925 0.19 0.08** 0.08** 0.239 0.0020 1.426 0.0797 0.1675
2 2082 1461 1488 0.17 0.10 0.08 0.364 0.0007 0.8488 0.0674 0.3645
3 2697 1773 1819 0.19 0.09 0.07 0.357 0.0005 0.7300 0.0390 0.3083
4 3472 2200 2242 0.17 0.07 0.06 0.392 0.0003 0.8059 0.0467 0.5722
5 5458 3279 3373 0.18 0.05 0.08 0.368 0.0002 0.9048 0.0196 0.5298
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.16.
slightly above average actual net incomes for all groups. As only employed persons respond
to the SOEP question about just net income, just net income is set marginally above the actual
19For instance, a person with an hourly wage of 20 Euro earns a gross income of approximately 860 Euro per month,
if she works 10 hours per week and about 1720 Euro if she works 20 hours. If she works 10 hours, she is assigned
to group I. If she works 20 hours, she is assigned to group II. In contrast, a person with an hourly wage of 50 Euro is
assigned to income group II if she works 10 hours, earning about 2150 Euro per month.
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average transfer income of group 0.20 Column IV shows the population share of each income group
and columns V and VI display the extensive and intensive mobility elasticities, which have been
estimated as described in Subsection 3.3. For group 1, there is only one elasticity, see equations
(3) and (4). The last five columns show relative explicit social weights for the different justness
concepts.
The welfarist approach (column VII) is an application of Saez (2002) as in Blundell et al.
(2009). Group 0 has the highest social weight, the working poor (group 1) have the lowest weight
in line with previous studies described in Appendix A. At the optimum, the welfarist weights show
the costs of redistributing one Euro from individuals in group 0 to individuals in other groups.
For instance, an increase in income for individuals in group 1 would reduce income in group 0 by
only 0.239 Euro because individuals would move from group 0 to group 1, reducing the transfer
burden of the state. Equivalently, the social planner values increasing the income for group 1 by
one Euro 0.239 times as much as increasing the income of group 0 by one Euro. The low weights
for the working poor are related to the high marginal tax rate for individuals moving from group 0
to group 1.21 Relative weights of the upper four income groups are close to each other, in line with
previous findings for Germany by Bargain et al. (2014).
Table D.1 in Appendix D shows the optimal welfarist tax schedule with weights decreasing
with income. The resulting optimal tax schedule implies a substantially lower marginal transfer
withdrawal rate for the working poor than in the status quo and higher net incomes for groups 1,
2, and 3. This underlines our finding that decreasing welfarist weights would imply lower transfer
withdrawal rates.
Column VIII of Table 2 displays optimal weights for the minimum absolute sacrifice approach.
These weights show how much it costs in terms of sacrifice of group 0 to reduce the sacrifice
for members of a particular group as defined in equation (8). We focus the interpretation on the
working groups as the unemployed are net recipients of transfers and thus ‘pay a positive sacrifice’,
see Section 2.2. The weight of this group depends strongly on the choice of parameters, especially
α , but this does not change the ranking of the working groups. A comparison of the weights of
20We experimented with different values for this number. While changing the just net income of group 0 has a
substantial impact on this group’s subjective social justness weights relative to other groups, the weights of other
groups relative to one another remain virtually the same.
21Ceteris paribus, higher elasticities and higher marginal tax rates imply a position further to the right of the Laffer
curve and thus lower social weights.
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tax-paying groups shows the highest weight for the working poor, 0.002,22 and decreasing weights
with income. The social planner is indifferent between imposing a slightly higher sacrifice on the
working poor and imposing four times this additional sacrifice on the middle class (group 3). As
the sacrifice increases quadratically with taxes paid, the marginal sacrifice for the working poor is
relatively small. Consider the benchmark case with fixed incomes and the same marginal sacrifice
for all groups. In this case, all weights would be the same. This is the notion of equal marginal
sacrifice. In comparison, in our analysis the marginal sacrifice is lower for the working poor.
Therefore, weights are higher for this group.23 A similar reasoning applies to the other groups,
which results in declining social weights. Consequently, the minimum absolute sacrifice principle
is in line with the 2015 German tax and transfer system.
Column IX shows results for the minimum relative sacrifice principle. Again, the working
poor have the highest weight of the groups with a positive tax burden. However, in contrast to the
absolute sacrifice principle, weights are not decreasing with income but U-shaped. Top income
earners have relatively high weights according to the relative sacrifice principle, because the tax
paid is divided through a high consumption level. Thus a small increase in taxes would not increase
the relative sacrifice of this group by much. In fact, the middle class (group 3) has the lowest weight
according to this principle as one would have to redistribute less to members of this group to reduce
their sacrifice. Thus, the 2015 German tax and transfer system does not imply decreasing social
weights under the minimum relative sacrifice principle.
Columns X and XI show social weights according to the absolute and relative subjective just-
ness principles respectively. The subjective justness principle implies penalties for the deviation of
net incomes from perceived just net incomes. As discussed above, there is no information on per-
ceived just net incomes of the unemployed, so we focus on the interpretation of the social weights
of working groups. For the absolute justness principle, the working poor have the highest social
weights of the working population because their average net income deviates from just net income
by only 15 Euros. Social weights are decreasing except for group 4, as individuals in this group
would consider a net income of only 42 Euros more than their current income just. When consider-
ing relative deviations from just net income, group 4 has the highest social weights of all working
22Again, note that the absolute value of this weight depends on the calibration of α , which determines the weight
of group 0. Therefore, the focus is on the relative difference between working groups.
23As the welfarist weights indicate, the deadweight loss of increasing taxes for group 1 is very high. If it was lower,
this group’s minimum sacrifice weight would be even higher.
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groups since the deviation from just income is smaller relative to the high consumption level of
group 4.
Only the minimum absolute sacrifice principle is in line with decreasing social weights. For
absolute subjective justness, weights are declining except for group 4. The working poor have the
lowest weight of all working groups in the welfarist and the relative subjective justness approach,24
while they have the highest weight of all working groups in the absolute subjective justness ap-
proach.
To sum up, we find that the minimum absolute sacrifice principle is in accordance with de-
clining social weights in the status quo. Thus, the minimization of absolute sacrifice is a good
description of the aims of the German society regarding the tax and transfer system.
4.2 Results for Subsamples
To explore whether the 2015 tax transfer schedule was designed according to a particular concept
of justness with focus on a specific group in mind, we split the sample into different groups. These
groups differ substantially regarding the income distribution and elasticities, which might lead to
different social weights. Moreover, perceived justness of taxation in these groups might differ
systematically.
First, the sample is split into females and males. We find that women have a more elastic labor
supply than men and lower incomes. In light of the discussions regarding the gender wage gap,
subjective justness could differ systematically between women and men as well. Then, we present
our results for East Germans and West Germans, respectively. These two groups lived under
different political systems for more than a generation. We show that West Germans have higher
incomes, less unemployment, but lower extensive elasticities than East Germans. Additionally, the
tax schedule might be more in line with preferences of supporters of particular political parties.
To this end we exploit the rich collection of household characteristics in the SOEP, in particular,
which political party, if any, individuals support.
4.2.1 Results for Men and Women
In Table 3 we report results for the subsample of women without children, which we compare,
in the following, with the results for the main sample and, later, to men. As expected, gross and
24The explanation is that the costs of decreasing the relative sacrifice for the working poor are low because of the
relatively small denominator of f1 and the fact that redistribution to this group is cost-effective.
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net incomes in all income groups are lower and labor supply elasticities are slightly higher. For
the welfarist case, the working groups have smaller weights relative to the unemployed than in the
main sample. As before, we find that the working poor have the lowest weight. The finding that
social weights for the minimum absolute sacrifice concept are decreasing with income is robust
for this subsample. The working poor have higher weights than in the main sample as they pay
considerably less taxes. As before, in the relative sacrifice case, the working poor have the highest
weights and top income earners have the second highest weights.
For the absolute subjective justness concept, weights are decreasing except for group 2. The
working poor have a high weight because for women this group’s actual income is very close to
its just net income. For relative justness, the working poor have the highest weight of the working
groups and the three highest income groups have similar weights. Again, group 2 is the odd one
out with a very low weight.
Table 3: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts for Women without Children
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 615 620* 0.05 - - 1. 1 1 1 1
1 976 863 865 0.19 0.09** 0.09** 0.126 0.0043 3.8757 0.3059 0.6062
2 1903 1271 1352 0.20 0.12 0.10 0.143 0.0006 0.7603 0.0090 0.0362
3 2548 1715 1747 0.19 0.10 0.10 0.200 0.0006 1.2620 0.0311 0.2395
4 3342 2083 2122 0.23 0.07 0.10 0.174 0.0003 0.9403 0.0222 0.2522
5 4948 3122 3226 0.15 0.06 0.12 0.182 0.0002 1.5273 0.0088 0.2206
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.18.
Table 4 shows results for the subsample of men. Incomes are higher and elasticities are lower
than for women. In the welfarist case, weights of working groups are higher than for women. This
is caused by lower elasticities, which lead to men being further on the left of the Laffer curve.
Nevertheless, the working poor again have the lowest weight. The finding that weights in the
absolute sacrifice case decrease with income holds for men as well. The weight of the working
poor is lower for men than for women because the male group 1 pay substantially more taxes than
their female counterparts. Again, in the relative minimum sacrifice case, the working poor have
the highest weight and the middle class has the lowest weight of working groups. For the absolute
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subjective justness concept, weights are decreasing apart from group 2. For relative subjective
justness, the working poor have the smallest weight.
Table 4: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts for Men without Children
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 627 632* 0.15 - - 1 1 1 1 1
1 1265 971 997 0.17 0.05** 0.05** 0.438 0.0015 0.7015 0.0846 0.1992
2 2228 1547 1565 0.18 0.08 0.04 0.513 0.0006 0.4911 0.1426 0.8650
3 2875 1889 1944 0.16 0.07 0.04 0.522 0.0004 0.4461 0.0477 0.4240
4 3622 2316 2381 0.17 0.06 0.04 0.551 0.0003 0.4873 0.0426 0.5698
5 6124 3561 3652 0.16 0.05 0.06 0.509 0.0002 0.4768 0.0281 0.8907
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.1.
4.2.2 Results for East and West Germany
Gross, net, and net just incomes are higher across all groups in West Germany (see Table 6) com-
pared to East Germany (see Table 5). In contrast to the main sample and the previously analyzed
subsamples, in the sample of East Germans the working poor are net transfer recipients and the
marginal withdrawal rate when moving from group 1 to group 2 is still substantial.
The welfarist weights show highest social weights for the unemployed and lowest for the work-
ing poor (group 1 in the West, groups 1 and 2 in the East). An increase in income for individuals
in group 1 by one Euro would reduce income in group 0 by only 0.21 Euro in West Germany and
by about 0.34 in East Germany. The relative weights of the four (three for East Germany) higher
income groups are very similar and higher than the weights for the working poor.
As in our main findings, optimal weights under minimum absolute sacrifice are decreasing
in both samples, though the weight of group 1 is closer to the weight of group 0 than group 2
for East Germany as group 1 are net transfer recipients and thus enjoy a ‘positive tax sacrifice’.
Regarding groups with a positive tax burden, the weights imply that the social planner is roughly
indifferent between imposing a slightly higher sacrifice on the working poor (group 1 in West
Germany, group 2 in East Germany) and imposing twice this additional sacrifice on group 2 in the
case of West Germany and group 3 in the case of East Germany. This shows that the minimum
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absolute sacrifice principle is in line with the 2015 German tax and transfer system for East and
West Germans.
Results for the minimum relative sacrifice principle show that the working poor have the high-
est weight of the groups with a positive tax burden in East Germany, but not in West Germany,
where weights for the top income group are highest. The difference arises because top income
earners in West Germany earn considerably more than their East German counterparts. As ex-
plained in Section 4.1, this implies higher weights for this justness concept because the denomina-
tor of the sacrifice is higher. In both samples the middle class (group 3 in the West, group 4 in the
East) has lowest weights. Thus, the German tax and transfer system does not result in decreasing
social weights under the minimum relative sacrifice principle.
Table 5: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts for East Germany
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 591 596* 0.18 - - 1 1 1 1 1
1 774 837 851 0.17 0.10** 0.10** 0.339 0.9957 1.0308 0.1211 0.2408
2 1581 1192 1222 0.18 0.16 0.08 0.342 0.0011 1.0580 0.0573 0.2294
3 2200 1574 1594 0.17 0.13 0.08 0.424 0.0007 0.9845 0.1059 0.7481
4 2808 1875 1920 0.14 0.11 0.07 0.430 0.0005 0.8241 0.0482 0.4772
5 4039 2607 2625 0.16 0.09 0.08 0.428 0.0003 0.9393 0.1188 2.3145
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.2.
Table 6: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts for West Germany
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 653 658* 0.08 - - 1 1 1 1 1
1 1408 1004 1030 0.21 0.07** 0.07** 0.210 0.0010 0.7161 0.0405 0.094
2 2324 1585 1616 0.16 0.09 0.08 0.309 0.0005 0.7465 0.0499 0.2905
3 2907 1898 1946 0.19 0.08 0.08 0.300 0.0004 0.6963 0.0314 0.2608
4 3699 2322 2378 0.19 0.06 0.06 0.323 0.0003 0.7449 0.0289 0.3593
5 6010 3516 3632 0.17 0.05 0.08 0.298 0.0002 0.7991 0.0129 0.3652
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.14.
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The last two columns report social weights under the absolute and relative subjective justness
principles, respectively. When considering the absolute justness principle, the working poor in
group 1 in the East have the highest social weights of the working population because their aver-
age net income deviates from just net income by only 14 Euros. While the weights jump between
groups in the East German sample, for West Germans social weights implied by absolute subjec-
tive justness decrease starting from group 2. The relative deviations from just net income imply
increasing weights in West Germany starting from group 3.
4.2.3 Results for Supporters of Political Parties
We show results for subjective justness for three sets of political party supporters. This is interest-
ing because subjective just incomes might differ substantially between supporters of different par-
ties. This allows us to analyze if the tax transfer schedule is in line with the preferences of a specific
coalition. Unfortunately, the number of observations is too low to allow a party-specific analysis,
as most respondents do not identify themselves as supporters of a particular party. We investi-
gate three groups. First, supporters of the grand coalition of the conservative Christian Democratic
Union of Germany (CDU) and Christian Social Union in Bavaria (CSU) and the Social-Democratic
Party (SPD). This grand coalition was in power when the survey was conducted in 2015. At any
point of time since World War II at least one of these parties has been in power in West Germany.
Additionally, we look at two passionately debated possible future coalitions: (1) a left-wing coali-
tion including the SPD, the Green party and the socialist Left party; and (2) a center-right coalition
including the CDU/CSU, the Greens, and the classical liberal Free Democratic Party (FDP).
Table 7 shows results for supporters of the CDU/CSU and SPD coalition, in power in spring
2017. The expectation for this group is that party supporters are relatively content with the status
quo. Compared to the main sample, incomes are higher in all groups. As expected, just incomes
are close to actual incomes. Strikingly, the pattern for the absolute justness weights is the same as
in the main sample. Weights are decreasing, except for group 4. The pattern for relative justness
is very similar to the main sample as well: The highest income earning groups have the highest
weights.
Table 8 shows results for supporters of center left parties. One would expect that high income
supporters of these parties are content with paying relatively high taxes and that lower income
earners would prefer more redistribution. The income distribution of this subsample is similar to
that of supporters of the grand coalition. For both subjective justness concepts, the highest income
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group has the highest weight because this group would consider paying only 15 Euros less taxes as
just. In contrast, in the main sample, the difference between actual and just net income for group
five is about 100 Euros. However, in the left-wing sample, group 4 would perceive paying about
90 Euros less taxes as just and consequently has relatively low social weights.
The working poor have low weights as well even though they would consider paying only 15
Euros less taxes as fair. This is because the dead weight loss of redistribution to the working poor
is low while this figure is high for higher income groups as indicated by the low welfarist weight
for the working poor (not reported for this subsample).
Table 7: Resulting Relative Weights for Subjective Justness Concepts for
SPD/CDU/CSU supporters
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel
0 0 689 694* 0.09 - - 1 1
1 1298 924 929 0.19 0.07** 0.07** 0.1201 0.2164
2 2317 1641 1660 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.0730 0.4121
3 2946 1910 1944 0.16 0.09 0.08 0.0373 0.2834
4 3641 2288 2314 0.21 0.07 0.06 0.0538 0.5911
5 6272 3553 3604 0.15 0.05 0.08 0.0255 0.6723
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.14.
Table 8: Resulting Relative Weights for Subjective Justness Concepts for
SPD/Left/Green supporters
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel
0 0 790 795* 0.10 - - 1 1
1 1256 954 969 0.18 0.07** 0.07** 0.0106 0.0153
2 2354 1618 1634 0.18 0.10 0.08 0.0755 0.3154
3 3075 1978 2003 0.18 0.08 0.09 0.0472 0.2939
4 3710 2331 2423 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.0142 0.1200
5 5598 3338 3353 0.18 0.05 0.08 0.0818 1.4635
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.14.
Table 9 reports results for supporters of CDU/CSU, the Green Party and the FDP. As expected,
incomes in all groups are higher than in the left-wing sample. This difference is between 151
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(group 4) and 1186 Euros (group 5). Compared to the left-wing sample, the expectation is that
the working poor will not demand substantially more redistribution. Indeed, the absolute justness
social weights for this group are the highest among the working groups. For relative justness,
groups 3 to 5 have the highest weights as they are relatively content with their net income.
Table 9: Resulting Relative Weights for Subjective Justness Concepts for
CDU/CSU/FDP/Green supporters
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel
0 0 696 701* 0.04 - - 1 1
1 1423 925 929 0.20 0.07** 0.07** 0.0571 0.1011
2 2541 1697 1742 0.20 0.10 0.09 0.0147 0.0858
3 3284 2147 2162 0.19 0.08 0.09 0.0481 0.4578
4 3861 2352 2389 0.19 0.06 0.06 0.0186 0.2105
5 6784 3812 3843 0.18 0.04 0.09 0.0213 0.6375
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.14.
The analysis by party supporters shows that social weights for absolute justness are roughly de-
creasing for supporters of the grand coalition, thus corroborating our main findings. Consequently,
the results for absolute subjective justness in the main sample seem to be driven mainly by sup-
porters of the grand coalition and independents (see Appendix E). Their preferences for the tax
transfer schedule seem to be roughly in line with the concept of minimum absolute sacrifice, for
which we find decreasing social weights in the main analysis. If the concept of justness that ex-
plains current tax practice and the subjective justness for most people is the concept of minimum
absolute sacrifice, the role of welfarist optimal taxation models is not as important as previously
assumed.
Our results provide the grounds for future research on the formation of preferences for tax
transfer schedules. First, a large scale survey that allows to disentangle single parties or even the
wings of parties could be used to confirm our suggestive evidence. Second, it would be interesting
to investigate whether the tax design forms subjective justness or vice versa. Finally, our analysis
is a first step to implement justness as a principle of tax policy: based on subjective information,
tax schedules may be designed to be not only efficient but also just.
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4.3 Robustness
In Appendix F, we show the robustness of our results. First, we analyze the robustness of the
obtained social weights for absolute justness to different values of γ and δ (Tables F.1 and F.2).
The result that social weights decline with income is robust to a wide range of calibrations. This
shows that the main result is not driven by the parameter choice. Second, we set the intensive
and extensive elasticities of all groups to 0.1 and show the results for all concepts of justness
(Table F.3). The results are very close to the main results. This shows that slight variations in the
elasticities do not change the results substantially.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we reconcile a puzzling contrast between current tax transfer practice in many coun-
tries and the common approach in the optimal taxation literature. While the literature commonly
assumes that the social planner values an additional unit of income for poor households more
than an additional unit of income for higher income households, commonly observed high transfer
withdrawal rates are only optimal if social weights of the working poor are very small. There-
fore, we compare alternative approaches to welfarism and calculate the implied social weights.
We formulate the problem of a social planner for three distinct concepts of justness: the welfarist
approach, where the social planner maximizes the weighted sum of utility; alternatively, the mini-
mum sacrifice concept where the social planner minimizes the weighted sum of absolute or relative
(tax-)sacrifice; and, thirdly, the approach of subjective justness where the social planner minimizes
absolute or relative deviations from perceived just net income. For the concept of subjective just-
ness, we use a SOEP question introduced in the 2015 wave to obtain information about what
amount of taxes individuals consider as just. Of course, all approaches maintain budget neutrality
and account for labor supply reactions.
Like the existing literature, we find that the 2015 German tax and transfer system implies very
low social weights for the working poor according to the welfarist criterion. The social planner
values increasing the income for the working poor by one Euro 0.65 times as much as increasing
the income of top earners by one Euro. This implies that an additional Euro of consumption for
the working poor is valued less than marginal consumption of top income earners.
In contrast, the current tax-transfer practice can be reconciled as optimal and in line with de-
creasing social weights under the minimum absolute sacrifice criterion, under which the social
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planner minimizes the sacrifice of individuals. In this case, the social planner is indifferent between
imposing a slightly higher sacrifice on the working poor and imposing four times this additional
sacrifice on the middle class.
Moreover, we find that the status quo is roughly in line with decreasing weights and a social
planner minimizing deviations from what taxpayers consider as just. The subgroup analysis by po-
litical parties shows that this result is in line with preferences of supporters of those political parties
that shaped the tax policy under CDU/CSU and SPD in the years 2013 to 2017 in Germany. Our
results suggest that the role of welfarist optimal taxation models is not as important as previously
assumed.
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Appendix
A Review of the Positive Optimal Taxation Literature
In a number of papers, researchers use optimal income taxation frameworks that incorporate labor
supply responses to obtain “tax-benefit revealed social preferences” (Bourguignon and Spadaro
2012), i.e., they calculate the social weights under which the current tax and transfer system is
optimal. Blundell et al. (2009) apply the Saez (2002) framework to single mothers in Germany
and the UK to calculate implied social weights. They find that working mothers with low incomes
have low weights compared to the unemployed and most other income groups. For Germany, social
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weights for working poor single mothers with children under school-age can even become negative,
thus implying a non-paretian social welfare function. Bourguignon and Spadaro (2012) apply
positive optimal taxation to the French redistribution system. They find negative social weights for
the highest income earners and equally for the working poor if participation elasticities are high.
In general, social weights for the working poor are much lower than those for the unemployed or
the middle class. Bargain et al. (2014) calculate social weights for 17 European countries and the
United States. For all analyzed countries, they find the highest social weights for the unemployed
and substantially lower weights for the working poor, i.e., the group with the lowest net income
apart from the unemployed. In Belgium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, the UK, and
Sweden the tax-transfer system implies the lowest social weights for this group. Zoutman et al.
(2016) show that the 2006 tax-transfer system in the Netherlands, as well as reform proposals by
political parties, imply the highest weights for the middle class. Lockwood and Weinzierl (2016)
perform inverse optimal taxation for the US from 1979 to 2010. They find that, if the standard
welfarist model is correct, either perceived elasticities of taxable income or value judgments have
changed considerably over time. This is interpreted as evidence that conventional assumptions of
the benchmark model of optimal taxation should be questioned. Immervoll et al. (2007) find that
expanding redistribution for the working poor would be very cost effective and would virtually
imply no deadweight burden.
B Optimal Tax Formulae in the General Model
Behavioral reactions imply that hi changes in case of a change in Ti. Using the product rule, the
first order condition with respect to Ti is obtained as
−µihi∂ fi∂ci −
I
∑
j=0
µ j f j
∂h j
∂ci
=−λ
(
hi−
I
∑
j=0
Tj
∂h j
∂ci
)
, (12)
where λ is the multiplier of the budget constraint. The first order condition with respect to λ is
the budget constraint. Reorganizing 12 and defining the explicit social weights as ei = µi/λ yields
(
1− ei∂ fi∂ci
)
hi−
I
∑
j=0
e j f j
∂h j
∂ci
=
I
∑
j=0
Tj
∂h j
∂ci
. (13)
Rearranging we obtain
hi = hiei
∂ fi
∂ci
+
I
∑
j=0
e j f j
∂h j
∂ci
+
I
∑
j=0
Tj
∂h j
∂ci
. (14)
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With no income effects, ∑Ii=0 ∂h j/∂ci = 0, i.e. increasing the income of all groups by the
same amount has no effect on the choice of groups. Therefore, summing equation (14) over all
i = 0, . . . , I, one obtains that the redefined social welfare weights are normalized as well
I
∑
i=0
hiei
∂ fi
∂ci
= 1. (15)
The assumption of no income effects implies that only hi−1, hi, hi+1, and h0 change when Ti
changes, such that equation (13) simplifies to
(
1− ei∂ fi∂ci
)
hi = T0
∂h0
∂ci
+Ti−1
∂hi−1
∂ci
+Ti
∂hi
∂ci
+Ti+1
∂hi+1
∂ci
(16)
+e0 f0
∂h0
∂ci
+ ei−1 fi−1
∂hi−1
∂ci
+ ei fi
∂hi
∂ci
+ ei+1 fi+1
∂hi+1
∂ci
.
Using the assumption that hi depends only on the difference between the consumption of group
i, consumption of the neighboring groups i− 1, i+ 1, and group 0 and the fact that ∂hi+1∂ (ci+1−ci) =
− ∂hi∂ (ci+1−ci) ,
∂hi
∂ (ci−c0) =−
∂h0
∂ (ci−c0) , we can write after rearranging
(
1− ei∂ fi∂ci
)
hi = (Ti−T0) ∂hi∂ (ci− c0) − (Ti+1−Ti)
∂hi+1
∂ (ci+1− ci) +(Ti−Ti−1)
∂hi
∂ (ci− ci−1)(17)
−e0 f0 ∂hi∂ (ci− c0) − ei−1 fi−1
∂hi
∂ (ci− ci−1) − ei+1 fi+1
∂hi+1
∂ (ci+1− ci)
+ei fi
(
∂hi
∂ (ci− c0) +
∂hi+1
∂ (ci+1− ci) +
∂hi
∂ (ci− ci−1)
)
.
Using the definition of the elasticities (3) and (4) and that ζi hici−ci−1 =
∂hi
∂ci−ci−1 , we obtain for
each group after reorganizing
Ti−Ti−1
ci− ci−1 =
1
ζihi
{(
1− ei∂ fi∂ci
)
hi−ηihi Ti−T0ci− c0 +ζi+1hi+1
Ti+1−Ti
ci+1− ci (18)
+e0 f0ηi
hi
ci− c0 + ei−1 fi−1ζi
hi
ci− ci−1 + ei+1 fi+1ζi+1
hi+1
ci+1− ci
−ei fi
(
ηi
hi
ci− c0 +ζi+1
hi+1
ci+1− ci +ζi
hi
ci− ci−1
)}
.
Note that, by setting e0 = ei = 0, we obtain the Laffer-condition
Ti−Ti−1
ci− ci−1 =
1
ζi
+
ζi+1hi+1
ζihi
Ti+1−Ti
ci+1− ci −
ηi
ζi
Ti−T0
ci− c0 . (19)
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Substituting the equivalent of (18) for the next group in (18) and simplifying gives
Ti−Ti−1
ci− ci−1 =
1
ζihi
{(
1− ei∂ fi∂ci
)
hi +
(
1− ei+1∂ fi+1∂ci+1
)
hi+1 (20)
−ηihi Ti−T0ci− c0 −ηi+1hi+1
Ti+1−T0
ci+1− c0 +ζi+2hi+2
Ti+2−Ti+1
ci+2− ci+1
−(ei fi− ei−1 fi−1)ζi hici− ci−1 − (ei fi− e0 f0)ηi
hi
ci− c0
−(ei+1 fi+1− ei+2 fi+2)ζi+2 hi+2ci+2− ci+1 − (ei+1 fi+1− e0 f0)ηi+1
hi+1
ci+1− c0
}
.
Recursive insertion and simplifying gives the I formulae (5) that must hold if function (1) is
optimized.
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C Questionnaire
Figure C.1: The Question for Justness. Source: Official SOEP Questionnaire
D Optimal Welfarist Tax Schedule
Table D.1 shows the optimal welfarist tax schedule, where, following Saez (2002), implicit welfare
weights are set according to the formula
gi =
1
λc0.25i
(21)
and the shares of income groups are determined endogenously by
hi = h0i
(
ci− c0
c0i − c00
)ηi
, (22)
where the superscript 0 denotes values in the status quo. The simulation was done achieving
budget neutrality and setting net income of group 0 to the status quo, as a deviation from this is not
politically feasible.
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Table D.1: Optimal Welfarist Tax Schedule
Group Gross Net Optimal Relative
Income Income Net Income Weight
0 0 625 625 1
1 1137 910 1269 0.838
2 2082 1461 1640 0.786
3 2697 1773 1848 0.763
4 3472 2200 2060 0.742
5 5458 3279 2842 0.685
Note: German single households; own calculations
based on the SOEP and the STSM.
E Resulting Social Weights for Independents
Table E.1 shows results for individuals who do not support any political party.
Table E.1: Resulting Relative Weights for Subjective Justness Concepts for
Independents
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel
0 0 589 594* 0.12 - - 1 1
1 1050 897 904 0.18 0.08** 0.08** 0.2109 0.4895
2 1948 1379 1429 0.17 0.11 0.07 0.0379 0.2020
3 2551 1694 1730 0.19 0.09 0.07 0.0536 0.4380
4 3325 2111 2176 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.0312 0.3926
5 5270 3199 3329 0.15 0.05 0.09 0.0150 0.4287
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.16.
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F Sensitivity checks
Table F.1: Resulting Relative Weights for absolute sub-
jective justness for different values of γ
I II III IV V
Group γ = 1.1 γ = 1.5 γ = 2 γ = 3 γ = 5
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0.5293 0.0415 0.0020 5.6×10−6 6.3×10−11
2 0.4836 0.0249 0.0007 7.2×10−7 1.1×10−12
3 0.4600 0.0198 0.0005 3.1×10−7 2.1×10−13
4 0.4519 0.0175 0.0003 1.7×10−7 6.2×10−14
5 0.4230 0.0129 0.0002 5.5×10−8 6.7×10−15
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the
SOEP and the STSM.
Table F.2: Resulting Relative Weights for absolute subjective
justness for different values of δ
I II III IV V
Group δ = 0.1 δ = 0.3 δ = 0.5 δ = 0.7 δ = 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 4.4×10−6 1.7×10−5 6.7×10−5 0.0004 0.0020
2 1.2×10−6 5.2×10−6 2.2×10−5 8.8×10−5 0.0007
3 7.8×10−7 3.3×10−6 1.4×10−5 5.7×10−5 0.0005
4 5.8×10−7 2.5×10−6 1.0×10−5 4.3×10−5 0.0003
5 3.2×10−7 1.6×10−6 5.7×10−6 2.4×10−5 0.0002
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP
and the STSM.
Table F.3: Resulting Relative Weights for Different Justness Concepts with elasticities set to 0.1
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
Group Gross Net Just Net Share η ζ Welfarist Minimum Sacrifice Subjective Justness
Income Income Income Abs Rel Abs Rel
0 0 625 630* 0.11 - - 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1 1137 910 925 0.19 0.1** 0.1** 0.169 0.0020 1.5882 0.0558 0.1173
2 2082 1461 1488 0.17 0.1 0.1 0.321 0.0007 0.9157 0.0595 0.3217
3 2697 1773 1819 0.19 0.1 0.1 0.304 0.0004 0.7778 0.0332 0.2627
4 3472 2200 2242 0.17 0.1 0.1 0.321 0.0003 0.8560 0.0382 0.4678
5 5458 3279 3373 0.18 0.1 0.1 0.293 0.0002 0.9411 0.0157 0.4223
Note: German single households; own calculations based on the SOEP and the STSM.
*Just net income for this group is set as explained in the text.
**Overall elasticity of group one is 0.2.
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HCM 
17-2010 Stefan Kirn (Ed.) PROCESS OF CHANGE IN ORGANISATIONS THROUGH 
eHEALTH 
 
ICT 
18-2010 Jörg Schiller ÖKONOMISCHE ASPEKTE DER ENTLOHNUNG  
UND REGULIERUNG UNABHÄNGIGER 
VERSICHERUNGSVERMITTLER  
 
HCM 
19-2010 Frauke Lammers, 
Jörg Schiller  
CONTRACT DESIGN AND INSURANCE FRAUD: AN 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION  
 
HCM 
20-2010 Martyna Marczak, 
Thomas Beissinger 
 
REAL WAGES AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE IN GERMANY 
 
ECO 
21-2010 Harald Degner, 
Jochen Streb 
 
FOREIGN PATENTING IN GERMANY, 1877-1932 
 
IK 
22-2010 Heiko Stüber, 
Thomas Beissinger 
DOES DOWNWARD NOMINAL WAGE RIGIDITY 
DAMPEN WAGE INCREASES? 
 
ECO 
23-2010 Mark Spoerer, 
Jochen Streb 
GUNS AND BUTTER – BUT NO MARGARINE: THE IMPACT OF 
NAZI ECONOMIC POLICIES ON GERMAN FOOD 
CONSUMPTION, 1933-38 
 
ECO 
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24-2011 
 
Dhammika 
Dharmapala,  
Nadine Riedel 
 
 
EARNINGS SHOCKS AND TAX-MOTIVATED INCOME-SHIFTING: 
EVIDENCE FROM EUROPEAN MULTINATIONALS 
 
    ECO 
25-2011 Michael Schuele, 
Stefan Kirn 
QUALITATIVES, RÄUMLICHES SCHLIEßEN ZUR 
KOLLISIONSERKENNUNG UND KOLLISIONSVERMEIDUNG 
AUTONOMER BDI-AGENTEN  
 
ICT 
26-2011 Marcus Müller, 
Guillaume Stern, 
Ansger Jacob and 
Stefan Kirn 
 
VERHALTENSMODELLE FÜR SOFTWAREAGENTEN IM  
PUBLIC GOODS GAME 
 
 
ICT 
27-2011 Monnet Benoit, 
Patrick Gbakoua and 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza  
ENGEL CURVES, SPATIAL VARIATION IN PRICES AND 
DEMAND FOR COMMODITIES IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE 
 
 
ECO 
28-2011 Nadine Riedel, 
Hannah Schildberg-
Hörisch 
 
ASYMMETRIC OBLIGATIONS 
 
 
ECO 
29-2011 Nicole Waidlein 
 
CAUSES OF PERSISTENT PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES IN 
THE WEST GERMAN STATES IN THE PERIOD FROM 1950 TO 
1990 
 
IK 
30-2011 Dominik Hartmann, 
Atilio Arata 
 
MEASURING SOCIAL CAPITAL AND INNOVATION IN POOR 
AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITIES. THE CASE OF CHÁPARRA - 
PERU 
 
IK 
31-2011 Peter Spahn DIE WÄHRUNGSKRISENUNION 
DIE EURO-VERSCHULDUNG DER NATIONALSTAATEN ALS 
SCHWACHSTELLE DER EWU 
 
ECO 
32-2011 Fabian Wahl 
 
DIE ENTWICKLUNG DES LEBENSSTANDARDS IM DRITTEN 
REICH – EINE GLÜCKSÖKONOMISCHE PERSPEKTIVE 
 
ECO 
33-2011 Giorgio Triulzi, 
Ramon Scholz and 
Andreas Pyka 
 
R&D AND KNOWLEDGE DYNAMICS IN UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY 
RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTECH AND PHARMACEUTICALS: AN 
AGENT-BASED MODEL 
IK 
34-2011 Claus D. Müller-
Hengstenberg, 
Stefan Kirn 
 
ANWENDUNG DES ÖFFENTLICHEN VERGABERECHTS AUF 
MODERNE IT SOFTWAREENTWICKLUNGSVERFAHREN 
ICT 
35-2011 Andreas Pyka AVOIDING EVOLUTIONARY INEFFICIENCIES 
IN INNOVATION NETWORKS 
 
IK 
36-2011 David Bell, Steffen 
Otterbach and 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
 
WORK HOURS CONSTRAINTS AND HEALTH 
 
HCM 
37-2011 Lukas Scheffknecht, 
Felix Geiger 
A BEHAVIORAL MACROECONOMIC MODEL WITH  
ENDOGENOUS BOOM-BUST CYCLES AND LEVERAGE 
DYNAMICS 
 
ECO 
38-2011 Yin Krogmann,  
Ulrich Schwalbe 
 
INTER-FIRM R&D NETWORKS IN THE GLOBAL 
PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY DURING 
1985–1998: A CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS  
 
IK 
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39-2011 
 
Michael Ahlheim, 
Tobias Börger and  
Oliver Frör 
 
 
RESPONDENT INCENTIVES IN CONTINGENT VALUATION: THE 
ROLE OF RECIPROCITY 
 
    ECO 
40-2011 Tobias Börger  
 
A DIRECT TEST OF SOCIALLY DESIRABLE RESPONDING IN 
CONTINGENT VALUATION INTERVIEWS 
 
    ECO 
41-2011 Ralf Rukwid,  
Julian P. Christ 
 
QUANTITATIVE CLUSTERIDENTIFIKATION AUF EBENE 
DER DEUTSCHEN STADT- UND LANDKREISE (1999-2008) 
    IK 
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42-2012 Benjamin Schön,  
Andreas Pyka 
 
A TAXONOMY OF INNOVATION NETWORKS IK 
 
43-2012 Dirk Foremny, 
Nadine Riedel 
 
BUSINESS TAXES AND THE ELECTORAL CYCLE        ECO 
44-2012 Gisela Di Meglio, 
Andreas Pyka and 
Luis Rubalcaba 
 
VARIETIES OF SERVICE ECONOMIES IN EUROPE        IK 
45-2012 Ralf Rukwid,  
Julian P. Christ 
INNOVATIONSPOTENTIALE IN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG: 
PRODUKTIONSCLUSTER IM BEREICH „METALL, ELEKTRO, IKT“ 
UND REGIONALE VERFÜGBARKEIT AKADEMISCHER 
FACHKRÄFTE IN DEN MINT-FÄCHERN 
 
IK 
46-2012 Julian P. Christ,  
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INNOVATIONSPOTENTIALE IN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG: 
BRANCHENSPEZIFISCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND 
ENTWICKLUNGSAKTIVITÄT, REGIONALES 
PATENTAUFKOMMEN UND BESCHÄFTIGUNGSSTRUKTUR 
 
       IK 
47-2012 Oliver Sauter ASSESSING UNCERTAINTY IN EUROPE AND THE 
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       ECO 
48-2012 Dominik Hartmann SEN MEETS SCHUMPETER. INTRODUCING STRUCTURAL AND 
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APPROACH 
 
       IK 
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Frigolett,  
Andreas Pyka 
 
DISTAL EMBEDDING AS A TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 
NETWORK FORMATION STRATEGY 
       IK 
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Víctor Gómez 
CYCLICALITY OF REAL WAGES IN THE USA AND GERMANY: 
NEW INSIGHTS FROM WAVELET ANALYSIS 
       ECO 
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IN DER STANDARDSETZUNG: 
FALLBEISPIEL LADESYSTEM ELEKTROMOBILITÄT 
       IK 
 
52-2012 
 
Fabian Wahl 
 
WHY IT MATTERS WHAT PEOPLE THINK - BELIEFS, LEGAL 
ORIGINS AND THE DEEP ROOTS OF TRUST 
        
ECO 
 
53-2012 
 
Dominik Hartmann, 
Micha Kaiser 
 
STATISTISCHER ÜBERBLICK DER TÜRKISCHEN MIGRATION IN 
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG UND DEUTSCHLAND 
        
IK 
 
54-2012 
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Andreas Pyka, Seda 
Aydin, Lena Klauß, 
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Onan and Suna 
Erginkoç 
 
IDENTIFIZIERUNG UND ANALYSE DEUTSCH-TÜRKISCHER 
INNOVATIONSNETZWERKE. ERSTE ERGEBNISSE DES TGIN-
PROJEKTES 
        
IK 
 
55-2012 
 
Michael Ahlheim, 
Tobias Börger and 
Oliver Frör 
 
THE ECOLOGICAL PRICE OF GETTING RICH IN A GREEN 
DESERT: A CONTINGENT VALUATION STUDY IN RURAL 
SOUTHWEST CHINA 
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56-2012 
 
Matthias Strifler 
Thomas Beissinger 
 
FAIRNESS CONSIDERATIONS IN LABOR UNION WAGE 
SETTING – A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
        
ECO 
 
57-2012 
 
Peter Spahn 
 
INTEGRATION DURCH WÄHRUNGSUNION? 
DER FALL DER EURO-ZONE 
        
ECO 
 
58-2012 
 
Sibylle H. Lehmann 
 
TAKING FIRMS TO THE STOCK MARKET:  
IPOS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF LARGE BANKS IN IMPERIAL 
GERMANY 1896-1913 
        
ECO 
 
59-2012 Sibylle H. Lehmann, 
Philipp Hauber and 
Alexander Opitz 
 
POLITICAL RIGHTS, TAXATION, AND FIRM VALUATION – 
EVIDENCE FROM SAXONY AROUND 1900 
ECO        
 
60-2012 Martyna Marczak, 
Víctor Gómez 
SPECTRAN, A SET OF MATLAB PROGRAMS FOR SPECTRAL 
ANALYSIS 
ECO        
 
61-2012 Theresa Lohse, 
Nadine Riedel 
THE IMPACT OF TRANSFER PRICING REGULATIONS ON 
PROFIT SHIFTING WITHIN EUROPEAN MULTINATIONALS 
ECO        
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62-2013 Heiko Stüber REAL WAGE CYCLICALITY OF NEWLY HIRED WORKERS ECO        
 
63-2013 David E. Bloom, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
AGEING AND PRODUCTIVITY HCM 
 
64-2013 Martyna Marczak, 
Víctor Gómez 
MONTHLY US BUSINESS CYCLE INDICATORS: 
A NEW MULTIVARIATE APPROACH BASED ON A BAND-PASS 
FILTER 
 
ECO 
 
65-2013 Dominik Hartmann, 
Andreas Pyka 
INNOVATION, ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION AND HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT 
IK 
 
66-2013 Christof Ernst, 
Katharina Richter and 
Nadine Riedel 
CORPORATE TAXATION AND THE QUALITY OF RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
ECO 
 
 
67-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Oliver Frör, Jiang 
Tong, Luo Jing and 
Sonna Pelz 
 
NONUSE VALUES OF CLIMATE POLICY - AN EMPIRICAL STUDY 
IN XINJIANG AND BEIJING 
ECO 
 
68-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Friedrich Schneider 
CONSIDERING HOUSEHOLD SIZE IN CONTINGENT VALUATION 
STUDIES 
ECO 
 
69-2013 Fabio Bertoni,  
Tereza Tykvová 
WHICH FORM OF VENTURE CAPITAL IS MOST SUPPORTIVE 
OF INNOVATION? 
EVIDENCE FROM EUROPEAN BIOTECHNOLOGY COMPANIES 
 
CFRM 
 
70-2013 Tobias Buchmann, 
Andreas Pyka  
THE EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION NETWORKS: 
THE CASE OF A GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE NETWORK 
IK 
 
71-2013 B. Vermeulen, A. 
Pyka, J. A. La Poutré 
and A. G. de Kok  
CAPABILITY-BASED GOVERNANCE PATTERNS OVER THE 
PRODUCT LIFE-CYCLE 
IK 
 
 
72-2013 
 
Beatriz Fabiola López 
Ulloa, Valerie Møller 
and Alfonso Sousa-
Poza   
 
HOW DOES SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING EVOLVE WITH AGE?  
A LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
HCM 
 
 
73-2013 
 
Wencke Gwozdz, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza, 
Lucia A. Reisch, 
Wolfgang Ahrens, 
Stefaan De Henauw, 
Gabriele Eiben, Juan 
M. Fernández-Alvira, 
Charalampos 
Hadjigeorgiou, Eva 
Kovács, Fabio Lauria, 
Toomas Veidebaum, 
Garrath Williams, 
Karin Bammann 
 
MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT AND CHILDHOOD OBESITY – 
A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 
 
HCM 
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74-2013 
 
Andreas Haas, 
Annette Hofmann  
 
 
RISIKEN AUS CLOUD-COMPUTING-SERVICES: 
FRAGEN DES RISIKOMANAGEMENTS UND ASPEKTE DER 
VERSICHERBARKEIT 
 
HCM 
 
 
75-2013 
 
Yin Krogmann, 
Nadine Riedel and 
Ulrich Schwalbe  
 
 
INTER-FIRM R&D NETWORKS IN PHARMACEUTICAL 
BIOTECHNOLOGY: WHAT DETERMINES FIRM’S 
CENTRALITY-BASED PARTNERING CAPABILITY? 
 
ECO, IK 
 
 
76-2013 
 
Peter Spahn 
 
MACROECONOMIC STABILISATION AND BANK LENDING: 
A SIMPLE WORKHORSE MODEL 
 
ECO 
 
 
77-2013 
 
Sheida Rashidi, 
Andreas Pyka 
 
MIGRATION AND INNOVATION – A SURVEY 
 
IK 
 
 
78-2013 
 
Benjamin Schön, 
Andreas Pyka 
 
THE SUCCESS FACTORS OF TECHNOLOGY-SOURCING 
THROUGH MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS – AN INTUITIVE META-
ANALYSIS 
 
IK 
 
 
79-2013 
 
Irene Prostolupow, 
Andreas Pyka and 
Barbara Heller-Schuh 
 
TURKISH-GERMAN INNOVATION NETWORKS IN THE 
EUROPEAN RESEARCH LANDSCAPE 
 
IK 
 
 
80-2013 
 
Eva Schlenker, 
Kai D. Schmid 
 
CAPITAL INCOME SHARES AND INCOME 
INEQUALITY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 
 
       ECO 
 
81-2013 Michael Ahlheim, 
Tobias Börger and 
Oliver Frör 
THE INFLUENCE OF ETHNICITY AND CULTURE ON THE 
VALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS 
– RESULTS FROM A CVM STUDY IN SOUTHWEST CHINA – 
       ECO 
 
82-2013 
 
Fabian Wahl DOES MEDIEVAL TRADE STILL MATTER? HISTORICAL TRADE 
CENTERS, AGGLOMERATION AND CONTEMPORARY 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
       ECO 
 
83-2013 Peter Spahn SUBPRIME AND EURO CRISIS: SHOULD WE BLAME THE 
ECONOMISTS? 
       ECO 
 
84-2013 Daniel Guffarth, 
Michael J. Barber 
THE EUROPEAN AEROSPACE R&D COLLABORATION 
NETWORK 
       IK 
 
85-2013 Athanasios Saitis KARTELLBEKÄMPFUNG UND INTERNE KARTELLSTRUKTUREN: 
EIN NETZWERKTHEORETISCHER ANSATZ 
       IK 
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86-2014 Stefan Kirn, Claus D. 
Müller-Hengstenberg 
INTELLIGENTE (SOFTWARE-)AGENTEN: EINE NEUE 
HERAUSFORDERUNG FÜR DIE GESELLSCHAFT UND UNSER 
RECHTSSYSTEM? 
 
ICT       
 
87-2014 Peng Nie, Alfonso 
Sousa-Poza 
MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT AND CHILDHOOD OBESITY IN 
CHINA: EVIDENCE FROM THE CHINA HEALTH AND NUTRITION 
SURVEY 
 
HCM        
 
88-2014 Steffen Otterbach, 
Alfonso Sousa-Poza 
JOB INSECURITY, EMPLOYABILITY, AND HEALTH: 
AN ANALYSIS FOR GERMANY ACROSS GENERATIONS 
HCM        
 
89-2014 Carsten Burhop, 
Sibylle H. Lehmann-
Hasemeyer 
 
THE GEOGRAPHY OF STOCK EXCHANGES IN IMPERIAL 
GERMANY 
ECO        
 
90-2014 Martyna Marczak, 
Tommaso Proietti 
OUTLIER DETECTION IN STRUCTURAL TIME SERIES 
MODELS: THE INDICATOR SATURATION APPROACH 
ECO        
 
91-2014 Sophie Urmetzer, 
Andreas Pyka 
VARIETIES OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED BIOECONOMIES IK        
 
92-2014 Bogang Jun,  
Joongho Lee 
THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN FERTILITY AND EDUCATION:  
EVIDENCE FROM THE KOREAN DEVELOPMENT PATH 
IK        
 
93-2014 Bogang Jun,  
Tai-Yoo Kim 
NON-FINANCIAL HURDLES FOR HUMAN CAPITAL 
ACCUMULATION: LANDOWNERSHIP IN KOREA UNDER 
JAPANESE RULE 
 
IK        
 
94-2014 Michael Ahlheim, 
Oliver Frör, 
Gerhard 
Langenberger and 
Sonna Pelz  
 
CHINESE URBANITES AND THE PRESERVATION OF RARE 
SPECIES IN REMOTE PARTS OF THE COUNTRY – THE 
EXAMPLE OF EAGLEWOOD 
ECO        
 
95-2014 Harold Paredes-
Frigolett, 
Andreas Pyka, 
Javier Pereira and 
Luiz Flávio Autran 
Monteiro Gomes 
 
RANKING THE PERFORMANCE OF NATIONAL INNOVATION 
SYSTEMS IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA AND LATIN AMERICA 
FROM A NEO-SCHUMPETERIAN ECONOMICS PERSPECTIVE 
IK        
 
96-2014 Daniel Guffarth, 
Michael J. Barber 
 
NETWORK EVOLUTION, SUCCESS, AND REGIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE EUROPEAN AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
IK        
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